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Abstract

complex variable, g"(s) := g(-S).

The H" optimization problem for a class of distributed
parameter systems is studied. This class is called pseudorational, and is particularly in close relationship with
Sarason's interpolation theorem. A general state space
representation for Sarason's theorem is obtained. It
is shown that for the case of the plant represented by
a Blaschke product in this class, the optimal sensitivity computation is reduced to the limiting case of the
Nevanlinna-Pick solutions.
Notation and ConveFtions
As usual, L[$](s)
or $(s) denotes the Laplace transform of $. The Laplace transforms will always be considered to be two-sided, i.e., taken over all real line
(-oo,oo). If X is a space of functions on the real
line, then the space consisting of the Laplace transforms of e1:ments in X, provided they exist, is denoted by X. Let L'[O,oo) and L'(-oo,O] be the
standard Lebesgue square integrable spaces: Then
their Laplace transformed spaces are H
' = L'[O,oo),
H l = &'(-oo,O].
By the Paley-Wiener theorem,
L2(-joo,joo) = H' @ H?. This induces natural
projections a+ : L2(-joo, jcm) 3 H' and a- :
L'(-joo,jm) 3 E!. They in turn yield a+ :
L2(-oo,oo) 3 L2[0,00)
and a- : L2(-oo,oo) +
L'(-oo,O] via Fourier transform. We will make no
notational distinction between them; the context will
always tell which. We will usually write s for a+. CO
denotes the subset ( 0 ; Re s > a} of the complex numbers. As usual, H" stands for the space H"(C0). O n
the other hand, E_" is the space of bounded analytic
functions on the open left complex plane. While multiplication by elements in Ho0 leaves H
' invariant, that
by H_"leaves HZ invariant. For a function g(s) of a
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Sarason's Theorem

Sarason's Theorem, and its generalized version, the
SI.-Nagy-Foias commutant lifting theorem, associate
the 8" optimal value with the norm of a certain o p
erator in a quotient space of the E' space. It does
not, however, directly lead to a computational procedure of such a norm. This is where a connection with
time-domain realization becomes more efficient.
The objective of the present paper is to establish
such a link for a certain class of systems. Although
certainly not most general, this class of systems, called
pseudorational has the following desirable properties:
1. It embraces all delay-differential systems.
2. The spectrum of the system agrees with the poles
of the transfer function.

1.1 Pseudorational Transfer Functions

We now present some basic notions for pseudorational
transfer functions. For the simplicity of exposition, we
confine ourselves to the single-input/single-output systems. The general treatment can be found in [15, 161
and references therein. Consider the following convolution relationship between input and output functions
U and y:
q * y = p * U.
(1)
We are interested in the behavior where such a relation
is determined based on bounded-time data. One way
of doing this is to require that q and p have compact
support.
Definition 1.1 An impulse response g ( t ) is said to be
pseudorational if there exist two distributions q and p
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The transfer function G(s) = i ( s ) (later seen to be
meromorphic) is also said to be pseudorational if the
conditions above are satisfied.
Without loss of generality we may take q and p to have
support contained in (-00,0]. Then by the well-known
theorem of Paley-Wiener, the two-sided Laplace transform a ( s ) of such a q (and also p) is an entire function
with growth estimate of type
C(1+ I s I)"'eoRe',

I p(s) I 5
5

I

C(1+ s I)",

Res

Res 2 0

5 0.

(2)

for some constants C,a > 0 and nonnegative integer
m. Thus the transfer function G(s) is the ratio of two
entire functions of ezponential type.
There are at least two good reasons to study pseudorational transfer functions. One is that a fairly large
class of systems can be studied in this category. Delay
systems are naturally in this class. For example, the
transfer function G(s) = ,/(se' - 1) yields the convolution equation (6i1- 6) + y = U and this input/output
relation is easily seen to be pseudorational (So is the
Delta function placed at a).
The second reason is that a fairly complete realization theory, analogous to the finite-dimensionaltheory,
ie available. This leads to a state space realization of
the Boo
norm problem.
Let G = q-l * p be pseudorational. As above, we
assume suppq C (-oo,O].
Define a subspace Xq C
G J o , 00)by

xg

:= {.(t) E z:,,[o,

00);
supp(q

* ). c (-00,OJ).

(3)

This amounts to requiring that the distribution q * 2
must vanish on (0,m). Let (at}be the left-shift semigroup in L:,,[o, CO),i.e.,

+ 4.

( w ) ( r ):= r(7

It is easily checked that Xg is a left shift invariant
closed subspace of L~,,[O,oo).A standard observable
realization can be constructed with Xq as a state space
and ut,restricted to Xq,being a state generation semigroup. We denote its infinitesimal generator by T * .
(Its adjoint T is the generator of the right shift, and
will be discussed later.)
Not only does this space give a realization, it will
also play a central role in the computation of the H"
norm. The following properties are known [15, 161:
Theorem 1.2 Let G(s), q and XI be as above.
1. Xq w a Hilbert space.
2. The spectrum of the infinitesimal generator T' is
given by
u(T*)= (A; t(A) = 0)
(4)

3. The semigroup at in Xq is ezponentidly stable if
and only if there ezists c e 0 such that a(T*)C
{s; Res < c).
I . Xq is a (closed) subspace of La[O,w) if and only
if 3 holds. In thw case,
c H a is a closed subapace.

1.2

Sarason's Theorem in Xq

We give a time-domain version of Sarason's theorem in
terms of the space X Q defined in the previous section.
To this end, we need a few preliminaries from complex
analysis.
Let g = q-'*p be pseudorational. Then by (2) $(s) is
an entire function of exponential type. It then follows
from the classical Lindel6f theorem that it admits the
following infinite-product representation [17].

-x,-x,...

Here
are the ieros of (i(s) (the reason for
complex coqjugation will become clear shortly). Furthermore, if all these zeros have negative real parts
(i.e., ReAn > 0), we have (1171)

Now let L be the largest real number such that 6 , *~q
has support contained in (-00,01. We have the follow-

ing result:

Theorem 1.3 Let q and L be as above.
xq Y

P [ O , L]€I3 x1

where X' is the closure
- of the apace
- spanned by ihe
eigenfunctions {e-xlt e-Xatl .e-X*t,
).
We now conaider the inner function associated with
the above q. Let B(s) be the inner function

..

...

00

(7)

where ReAn > 0 for all R. Then by (6), the above
Blaschke product is easily seen to converge.
The space BH' is a closed right-shift invariant subspace of Ea. Sarason's theorem relates the Hmminimum distance problem to the computation of an operator norm in the orthogonal complement of E H a . We
have the following result:
Theorem 1.4 Let B(s), q,Z be as above. Then

(Baa)* = i
q

The corresponding eigenvector is exp(At).

P [ O , 21ex1
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where X1 = span(e-x*, e - z t , .

xB : H a -+

24 : x(s)

H

2

..). firthemore,
B(s)a-B-x(s)

(8)

is the orthogonal projection along BH'.
Proof The subspace &'IO, L]corresponds to the puredelay part, and we canassume L = 0 without loss of
generality. Since ~ [ e - ~ m ' ] = I/(S Xn), it is readily seen that g E H a is orthogonal to all l/(s In)
if g(An) = 0 for all n, i.e., g E BH'. Conversely,
any such g is clearly orthogonal to 24. Since L = 0,
24 is densely spanned by eigenfunctions 1 / ( s
n = 1,2,. ., and hence the first equality follows. The
second equality is Theorem 1.3. Denote this space k
q
by X B . From what we have just seen, X B is precisely
the set
X B = ( x E H a ;B-x E a ! ) .
(9)
Now write B'x = x 1 + x a , x1 E Hl,x p E Ha.It follows
that x B x = Bxl = BB-x Bxa = z Bxa E H a . By
(9), this belongs to XB. This also yields x
xBx =
-Baa E BH', so that x B is the orthogonal projection
onto x B along B H ~ .
Remark 1.5 The projection (8) was first introduced
by Fuhrmann mainly for discrete-time systems (see [lo]
for details).
Let ai be the right shift operator in L'[O, 00):

+

+

+ xn),

.

+

+

We give a solution to the model matching problem

where B ( s ) is as given in (7), and W ( s ) is a strictly
proper stable rational function. For simplicity, we will
assume that all zeros An are simple.
We make use of Sarason's theorem. To this end, we
must give a representation for W ( T ) in the state space
XB:

Proposition 2.1 Let A : X B -+ X B be the operator that interpolates T , i.e., A = W ( T ) for some H w
function W . Then it is represented b y the generalized
Dunford integral

-

Its counterpart in H a is simply the multiplication o p
erator by e-t*. We define the compressed shift Tt :
X B -+ X B by
z x := xBe-" X
It is easily seen that (Tt} constitutes the dual semigroup of the left shift ut,and we denote its infinitesimal
generator by T .
Let us now give Sarason's theorem, in the form specialized to XB. Let f be any function in H w , and
Mj : H a + H abe the multiplication operator induced
by f. Define
f ( T ):= T ~ ~ CI X BI. ,
It is easty to see that f ( T ) commutes with Tt for every
t 2 0. Sarason's theorem gives the converse in the
following sense.
Theorem 1.6 (Sarason [13]) Let A : X B 3 X B be
any bounded linear operator such that ATt = TtA for
all t 2 0 . Then there ezists a function f E H m such
that A = f ( T ) and IlAll = 1&,
In particular, as in [14], if

.

P = inf(llW - B$llm;$ E HOD},
we have p = IlW(T)II,so that the optimal sensitivity

Optimal Sensitivity Computation

.
I

AX = -

.iw

W(-X)(XI - T)-'xdX.

(10)

Sketch of Proof. Recall X B Y L'[O, L]@ XI,the
latter being eigenfunction complete by Theorem 1.4.
We can thus consider these two spaces separately.
First take any x E Z'[O, L]. Since is the right shift
operator, its infinitesimal generator T is the differential
operator -d/dt with domain

D ( T ) := ( x E L'[O, L ] ;i: E L'[O,

4,x(0) = 0).

Hence in the s-domain, this T corresponds to the multiplication by -s. Let W be a strictly proper stable rational function. For brevity, assume W ( s ) =
1/(1
as). It readily follows from the above that
W ( T ) = (I - UT)-'; note the negative sign due to
the correspondence s H -T. It can be shown that
this resolvent always exists. Now consider the contour
integral

+

1
-1
.

2xj

.

.

I

f 1 - aX (AI - T)"xdA

where the contour travels from -joo to jm, and goes
through a large semicircle in the positive half plane. It
can be shown that (XI - T)-l is bounded and analytic
here. Then the only singularity is at A = - l / a . Hence
by the residue theorem, the integral (10) is equal to
(I- aT)-l.
Now take an x E XI.It is easier to work with the
time domain. Recall that X1 is densely spanned by
the eigenfunctions gn = exp(-Xnt) corresponding to
T'. Hence in this case it is easier to work with the
dual operator A' which should take the form

problem for stable pseudorational plants as above is
reduced to the computation of the norm of the Sarason
operator.

A'x =

11'2xj

-jw

w(-X)(AI - T')-'dX

(11)
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where p = y-l, and bi = W(&)= 1 +a&.) This readily implies that U should be a solution of the eigenvalue
problem

Take 2 = gn. It is known ([14]) that W(T)*gn should
satisfy W(T)*gn = W(An)gn. It is ala known ([15])
that

This is precisely the NevanlinnePick solution [4]. We
need only take

--

Again by the residue theorem, the integral corresponding to the first term yields W(An)e-'*' while the second is analytic so that it yields sero, as expected.

7opt

0

= SUP
AG1hNAG1".
N

(14)

Let us now show how we can compute the optimal
sensitivity. For simplicity, we take W(8)= 1/(1+ u8).
By Saraion's theorem 1.6, this amounts to computing
the operator norm of A = W(T). This leads to the
computation of the maximal singular value of W ( T )
(in this case, W ( T )is even compact [15]). The singular
value equation

Note that the solution obtained in (14)makes use of
the representation (10) and reduces the computation
of 7 to the approximation by the finite-dimensional
Nevanlinna-Pick solution via Sarason's theorem. This
connection is well known for finite-dimensionalsystems
(e.g., [4]). The paasage to the limit here is guaranteed
by the eigenfunction completeness for XB.A possible
drawback is that it involves infinitely many interpola(7'1 - A*A)ii = 0
(12) tion conditions. However, this infinite-dimensionality
is superflous when W(8) is rational. Via an interestleads to
ing duality, by the skew Toeplits theory ([2, s]), one
7'(1- aT)(I - a ~ * ) i-i 4 = 0.
(13) can reduce the present problem to a finite-dimensional
problem. (See also [3,5, 6, 12, 181 and the references
It is known that the solution to this problem breaks therein.) The precise connection with this and the
into the two singular value equations
present continuous-time state space formalism is to be
reported in a subsequent work.
4 ( 1 - uT)(I aT*)z- z = 0
7 2 ( I uT)(I - aT*)u - U = 0.

-

-

3

ITI

plus a coupling condition ([8]),where iF = [ z U
z L2[0,4, U E XI.The solution to the f i s t problem
is well elaborated in [7,141. So let us concentrate on
the second equation, i.e., we assume L = 0 from here
on.
Let XN denote the finite-dimensional subspace of
X B spanned by (gn; n = 1,2,. N). Suppose U be
a solution to (12). Truncate U into XU. As N -t
00, the truncated UN approaches the real solution U.
Hence, the optimal sensitivity 7 is given by 7~ where
7~ is the maximal singular value for the truncated UN.
Therefore, we need only solve this problem in XN and
take the limit. Let us solve (13)in XN.
Let- us first specify the action of F*
- on 9%. Put
F a e - x j t = E:.'=,aie-Iht.
Then (e-x't, F*e-xjt) =
Z{/(Xi 4-Ab). Combining this with

..

Er='=,

we. get A A

-

...,- AN]A where A =
Substituting these into (13)

= diag [-AI,

( 4 ) , A = (l/(Ai +Xj)).

Time-Domain Structure
H(m)

All of our Hardy spaces in thie section will be defined on the unit disc D in the usual way. We let
m E Ew denote an inner function. In this setting, in
order to solve the Elm problem using Saraeon theory
[13],the key objects we must understand are the space
H(m) := H a0 mH', and the associated compressed
shift S(m) := IISlE(m) where S denotes the unilateral right shift in H 3 and II :H2+ H(m) orthogonal
projection. See [14]and the references therein.
In this section, following [l] we will describe timedomain interpretations of H(m) and the compressed
shift operator S(m). In principle, this will allow us
to perform infinite dimensional €Ipresently
w
carried
out in the frequency domain using skew Toeplits theory [2,91, in the time-domain via algebro-differential
equations, and give a more system-theoretic (based on
realisation theory) insight into the various manipulations of this functional calculus.
First of all as is well-know3 [ll], the inner function
m admits the decomposition m = m l ~ m where:
3

yields
p'A-'diag[bl,.

of

W

..,b~lAdiagP1,...,-b ~ ] -u U = 0

m1(2) =

(-4>
.*I zk

l-&zl

k=l

Blaschke product,
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[5] D. S. Flamm, Control of delay system for m i n i m a
sensitivity, Ph.D. Thesis, MIT, June 1986
[6] D. S. Flamm and H.Yang, "Optimal mixed sensitivity
for general distributed plants," submitted for publication in IEEE IRans. Aut. Control.

and

Here z k denotes a Blaschke sequence with

[7] C. Foias, A. Tannenbaum, and G. Zames, 'Weighted
sensitivity minimisation for delay systems," IEEE
Trans. Autom. Control, AC-31: 763-766,1986.

[a] C. Foias ,A. Tannenbaum, and G. Zames, "On the H"
optimal sensitivity problem for systems with delays,"
SIAM J. Control & Opt% 25: 686-706,1987.

Moreover, Q denotes a finite, positive. continuous, singular measure, and r k 0, C r k < 00.
Next set ?ti := H a e miHal i = 1,2,3. Then it is
easy to see that H ( m ) =
@ 3t0 @ 3t3. Therefore,
to get our time-domain representation of H(m)it is
enough to consider each %)ti separately. Then AhernClark [l] prove the following:
Theorem 3.1 Set .C1 := La(daml), where cml i s the
measure on the positive integers that assigns a mads
1 - lak1 to the integer k . Moreover, let La = La(&)),
and let rC3 be the sum of the La-spaees of Lebesgue measure on the real intervals of length rk. There ezwts an
ezplicit unitary operator V : L1 @ La @ rC3 + H(m)
such that VlLj : CjG3ti, i = 1,2,3.
One may also give an explicit time-domain descrip
tion of S(m), that is one may write down the action
of the operator V*S(m)V on La. One may also show
that this operator is the sum of a unitary operator and
a finite rank operator [9]. This fact is the key, in making the skew Toeplits theory work either in the time or
frequency domains.
Once we have computed the time-domain version of
S ( m ) , we can reduce the computation of the norm
of the Sarason operator W(S(m)) to an eigenvalue
algebro-differentialequation problem on the realization
space H(m),and thus solve the Hm problem. In fact,
this was exactly the approach taken in [7] for a simple
delay system. The full details of this will be carried
out in the full version of this paper.
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